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Circular Synthetic Aperture Sonar (CSAS) processing computes coherently Synthetic Aperture
Sonar (SAS) data acquired along a circular trajectory. This approach has a number of advantages,
in particular it maximises the aperture length of a SAS system, producing very high resolution sonar
images. CSAS image reconstruction using back-projection algorithms, however, introduces a
dissymmetry in the impulse response, as the imaged point moves away from the centre of the acquisition circle. This paper proposes a sampling scheme for the CSAS image reconstruction which
allows every point, within the full field of view of the system, to be considered as the centre of a
virtual CSAS acquisition scheme. As a direct consequence of using the proposed resampling
scheme, the point spread function (PSF) is uniform for the full CSAS image. Closed form solutions
for the CSAS PSF are derived analytically, both in the image and the Fourier domain. The thorough
knowledge of the PSF leads naturally to the proposed adapted atom waves basis for CSAS image
decomposition. The atom wave deconvolution is successfully applied to simulated data, increasing
C 2017 Acoustical Society of America.
the image resolution by reducing the PSF energy leakage. V
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since Bellettini and Pinto’s paper in 2002,1 which solves
the problem of micro-navigation, several SAS (Synthetic
Aperture Sonar) systems, including commercial systems, have
been developed.2–5 The various advantages of these systems,
such as very high resolution sonar images, constant resolution
over range, or large swath, have made SAS systems the tool
of choice for large areas survey and/or MCM (Mine-Counter
Measure) operations.6,7 The Automatic Target Recognition
algorithm performances have greatly improved8–10 with the
use of SAS high resolution images. It has became clear however that multiple views are necessary to reduce the false
alarm rate to an acceptable level.11,12 Different reacquisition
strategies have been explored including repeat pass, or daisy
lawnmower patterns. An interesting target reacquisition pattern consists in performing a circle around the area of interest.
This approach has several advantages over the daisy lawnmower pattern, e.g., the sensor acquires continuously all the
360 views of the target of interest. In addition the circular
reacquisition pattern is also relatively efficient in terms of
acquisition time.13,14 For synthetic aperture systems, however,
the use of a circular trajectory raises the interesting problem
of image reconstruction.
Circular synthetic aperture radar (CSAR) has been
investigated for several years,15–17 and image reconstruction
algorithms have been proposed including tomographic or
back-projection reconstruction. CSAR has been applied to
3D (three-dimensional) extraction,15,18 ground moving target
a)
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detection,19 interferometric multipass,20 or ground penetrating applications.15 Recently, Circular SAS (also known as
CSAS) has also gained some interest from the MCM community. Ferguson and Wyber21 and Hansen et al.22 demonstrated the feasibility of fully integrating the synthetic
antenna along a circular path in the late 2000s: early CSAS
images are presented,21 showing the capabilities of such
approach. Ameliorations in the focusing process have been
proposed, for example, with controlled focus in Ref. 23, or
more recently by Marston et al. in Ref. 24 where the authors
correct the focus aberration due to the accumulation of the
phase error using phase correction modelled by generalised
cones. CSAS processing also opens new perspectives, e.g.,
repeat circular path can recover the 3D image of an area of
interest.25
This paper proposes a general theoretical study on
CSAS and on the CSAS image formation in particular. If
the feasibility of such systems has been proven, the derivation of CSAS processing, however, has not been fully developed. Such theoretical derivations can greatly help the
development of new filters whether for denoising, deconvolution, or compression. The main contributions of this paper
are:
•

•

A new sampling scheme is proposed for circular acquisition using the SAS system. By sampling properly along
the trajectory, every point within the field of view of the
system can be seen as the centre of a virtual CSAS.
Theoretical closed form solutions for the impulse response
of a CSAS system are computed in the spatial domain and
in the Fourier domain. An approximated expression of the
point spread function (PSF) energy diffusion is also
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•

proposed, and leads to redefine CSAS resolution based on
the PSF energy leakage.
Thanks to the analytical expression of the PSF, an adapted
atom wave basis is proposed. Decomposition in this basis
concentrates the CSAS image energy which facilitates the
deconvolution process and increases the CSAS resolution.

The paper is organised as follows: Section II A describes
the CSAS problem and proposes a new sampling scheme to
process CSAS data. In Sec. II B, the analytical solutions are
given for the matched filter response (Sec. II C) and the
CSAS processing PSF. A discussion on the resolution of
CSAS systems is proposed in Sec. II D, in particular
the energy leakage of the PSF is discussed. The analytical
solution of the PSF in the Fourier domain is computed in
Sec. III A, which leads to the design of the wave atoms for
waveform adapted deconvolution. Simulated results and discussions are presented in Sec. III B.
II. CSAS PROCESSING

This section defines the CSAS geometry and calculates
analytically the theoretical PSF expression for circular synthetic aperture systems. The PSF is then linked to the resolution capabilities of the CSAS system. The rest of the paper
will use the notations and nomenclature defined in Table I.
A. Configuration

A SAS system S describes a circular trajectory C centred
on the point O and with a radius R as seen in Fig. 1(a). At
time s, the system S, considered static during the acquisition,
sends the pulse s(t) and records the corresponding echo ss ðtÞ.
Note that t is often referred to as the fast time, while s is
referred to as the slow time.
The full view area is defined as the area where every
point is seen by the sensor S during all its trajectory on C. As
pictured in Fig. 1(a), the full view area, highlighted in blue,
is a circle whose radius r is
r ¼ R sinðu=2Þ;

(1)

where u is the beamwidth of the SAS system. Let O0 be a
point within the full view area. OO0 ¼ aR where
a 2 ½0; sinðu=2Þ. Let h0 be the view angle of the point O0
from the sensor and h the corresponding view angle of the
centre O. The two angles h and h0 , defined in ½p; p, are
linked through the following two equations:


cos h  a
0
1
ð
Þ
ð
Þ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
h ¼ h h ¼ sgn h cos
(2)
1 þ a2  2a cos h
TABLE I. Nomenclature.
Notations
c
f0
Df
T
r
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Definition

Units

sound speed
pulse centre frequency
Bandwidth
pulse length
Gaussian window temporal width

m s1
Hz
Hz
s
—
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FIG. 1. (Color online) CSAS configuration: S location of the SAS system
following the circular trajectory C. (a) Graphic representation of the full
view area (highlighted in blue), and (b) isomorphism between the real (C)
and virtual trajectory (C0 ).

h ¼ h1 ðh0 Þ
0Þ

¼ sgnðh cos

1



pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
asin h þ cosh 1  a2 sin2 h0 :
2 0

0

(3)

The CSAS response of O0 ; IðO0 Þ, is traditionally computed
by integrating all the matched filter echo responses acquired
along the SAS trajectory C and can be mathematically
described by Eq. (4),
ð
0Þ
ð
(4)
I O ¼ ssf ðtO0 Þ ds;
C

where ssf ðtÞ is the match filtered response of the echo ss ðtÞ
received at time s, tO0 ¼ SO0 =c is wave travel time between
S and O0 and c the sound speed. Note that Eq. (4) is in
essence a generalized time domain back propagation integration along the trajectory C. It is important to note that
this formulation does not assume plane wave propagation.
Other formulations of the CSAS response using the plane
wave propagation assumption have been proposed in the
past.21,26
Along the trajectory C, the sampling is performed at an
k=2 interval, where k is the pulse wavelength. Because the
relation between h and h0 is not linear, integrating along C to
estimate O0 may result in some discrepancy due to nonuniform sampling. The sample density as a function of the angle
of integration is in fact uneven if O0 is far from the centre O.
As a consequence, the PSF is not uniform within the full
view area. The proposed integration method and resampling
of Eq. (4) below aims to tackle precisely the non-uniformity
of the PSF due to the uneven angular sampling of the CSAS
processing. Results and PSF formula in Sec. II C are then
valid for the full view area and the deconvolution proposed
in Sec. III B is greatly simplified.
The integration for O0 can be done properly by integrating Eq. (4) along C0 at k=2 interval. By putting
h0n ¼ n

k
1
2 ð1  aÞR

(5)

into Eq. (3), the integration then is uniformly sampled, at an
k=2 interval, along C0 ,
Pailhas et al.

I ðO 0 Þ ¼

ð

0

C

0

ssf ðtÞ ds0 :

(6)

To compute Eq. (6), one can note that the sampling acquisition time s is intrinsically linked to the view angle h. As a
consequence, integrating ssf along the slow time s is equivalent to integrating shf along the view angle h. The effective
resampling suggested by Eq. (6) can then be computed
numerically as follows:
IðO0 Þ ¼ 2p

N0
X

h1 ðh0n Þ

sf

ðtO0 Þ;

(7)

n¼1

where h0n is given by Eq. (5) and the function h1 ðÞ by Eq.
(3). There is an obvious dissymmetry between the centred
point and the offset points due to the CSAS geometry. The
proposed sampling scheme given by Eq. (7) allows every
point in the full view area to be interpreted as the centre of a
CSAS acquisition. The rest of this paper only focuses on the
imaging process of O, centre of C, and its neighbourhood,
but the results of Secs. II and III are valid for all the points
within the full view area. As previously stated, by using the
sampling scheme suggested by Eq. (7), the CSAS PSF,
derived in Secs. II C and III A, is uniform over the full view
area.
B. Matched filter response

Assuming that the pulse s(t) sent by the system is a linear frequency modulated chirp, s(t) can then be written as
sðtÞ ¼ AðtÞe

2ipðf0 þ½ Df =2T tÞt

;

(8)

where A(t) is the windowing function, f0 the centre frequency, Df the bandwidth, and T the pulse duration. A(t)
plays an important role in the final SAS image, as will be
shown in Sec. II C, and is also subject to various constraints.
Note that in this paper ez and expðzÞ are used indiscriminately to refer to the exponential function. ez is used for
compactness when the expression z is relatively compact,
and expðzÞ is used for better readability when the expression
z becomes too complex.
In radar systems, the amplifiers used for pulse transmission are non-linear and the windowing function for radar
systems, also known as the constant amplitude constraint,27
can be written as
AðtÞ ¼ 1½T=2;T=2 ðtÞ

(9)

where 1½; is the rectangle function. Although a constant
amplitude windowing function maximises the overall energy
of the pulse, it also introduces oscillations, known as Gibbs
phenomena,28 in the Fourier domain.
Sonar systems do not have such a strong constraint, and
more freedom is allowed in the pulse design. To keep more
integrity in the Fourier domain, sonar pulses may use a
Gaussian windowing such as
2

2

AðtÞ ¼ et =2r :
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(10)

The matched filter response sf ðtÞ of the pulse [Eq. (8)] is
given by
ð þ1
s ðt0 Þsðt0 þtÞ dt0
sf ðtÞ¼
1


ð þ1
Df 0
2ipðf0 þ½ Df =2T tÞt
0Þ ð 0
ð
Þ
¼e
A t A t þt exp 2ip t t dt0 :
T
1
(11)
The computation of Eq. (11) with the windowing function
[Eq. (9)] used for radar system gives the well-known
solution27
sf ðt Þ ¼ T

sin½ptDf ð1  jtj=T Þ 2ipf0 t
e
:
ptDf

(12)

Considering now the Gaussian windowing [Eq. (10)], Eq.
(11) rewrites as
2

sf ðtÞ ¼ e2ipðf0 þ½ Df =2T tÞt et=2r
 02 
 
ð þ1
t
t
Df

exp  2 þ  2 þ 2ip t t0 dt0 :
r
r
T
1

(13)

Using the Gaussian integral with complex offset result29
given by
rﬃﬃﬃ
ð þ1
p b2 =4a
e
exp ðax2 þ bxÞ dx ¼
;
(14)
a
1
for a and b 2 C=f0g within Eq. (13) leads to
 
 
2
pﬃﬃﬃ
1
2 Df
2
þ p 2 r t2 e2ipf0 t :
sf ðtÞ ¼ r p exp 
T
4r2

(15)

To conclude, the matched filter response sf ðtÞ can be written
as
sf ðtÞ ¼ BðtÞ e2ipf0 t ;

(16)

with
sin½ptDf ð1  jtj=T Þ
ptDf
ðrectangular windowingÞ;
 
 
2
pﬃﬃﬃ
1
2 Df
2
þ p 2 r t2
¼ r p exp 
T
4r2
ðGaussian windowingÞ:

BðtÞ ¼ T

(17)

(18)

C. CSAS PSF

As discussed previously, the CSAS response is computed by integrating the received echoes along the trajectory
C, as described in Eq. (4). The CSAS PSF is computed considering one normalised scatterer located in the centre O.
Exploiting the circular geometry of the problem, and within
the neighbourhood of O, the PSF I ¼ Iðr Þ, where r is the distance to O, and can be written as
Pailhas et al.
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I ðr Þ ¼

ð 2p

CðhÞe4ipf0 r cos h=c dh;

(19)

h¼0

with CðhÞ ¼ Bð2r cos h=cÞ.
There are no general analytical solutions to Eq. (19).
However, the only contributing terms of the MacLaurin
series of CðhÞ in Eq. (19) would be
Cð0Þ þ

þ1 ð2nÞ
X
C ð0Þ 2n
h :
2n!
2n¼2

(20)

Using a first order approximation of CðhÞ into Eq. (19) then
leads to the general CSAS PSF
ð 2p
e4ipf0 r cos h=c dh
I ðrÞ  Cð0Þ
h¼0

¼ 2pCð0ÞJ0 ð2krÞ;

(21)

with k ¼ 2pf0 =c the wave number. J0 ðÞ represents the
Bessel function of the first kind of order 0.
For the next simulations, the central frequency f0 of the
CSAS system is 100 kHz, the bandwidth, Df , is 20 kHz, and
the pulse duration T is 1 ms. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show a

FIG. 2. (Color online) Comparison between the full SAS integration from
Eq. (19) and the approximation from Eq. (21) for a pulse with (a) a rectangular window and (b) a Gaussian window.
2626
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comparison between the simulated PSF computed numerically from Eq. (19) by integrating the matched filter response
over the circular trajectory C and the approximation result of
Eq. (21) for, respectively, a rectangular windowing and a
Gaussian windowing. The great matching between the simulated data and Eq. (21) shows that the rest of the MacLaurin
series does not contribute to a great extent to the CSAS PSF.
In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), the resulting PSF image is drawn
for a rectangular window and a Gaussian window, respectively. One interesting point is worth raising: while the rectangular windowing compresses the PSF energy more than
the Gaussian windowing, it also introduces noticeable ringing effects, visible in Figs. 2(a) and 3(a), which extend radially more than the B(t) of the Gaussian window. The tail
distribution is heavier for the rectangular window than for
the Gaussian window, introducing image artefacts which can
be severe if they add constructively.
D. Scatterer energy and resolution

This section discusses the problem of resolution. A
CSAS resolution criteria based on the energy leakage of the
PSF is then proposed.
The classical definition for resolution is given by the
formula: c=2Df , and comes from the 3 dB spatial width of
the matched filter response for a rectangular window.27
However this formula is only a rough approximation and
does not take into account the waveform design nor any

FIG. 3. (Color online) CSAS image of a scattering point using a pulse with
(a) a rectangular window and (b) a Gaussian window.
Pailhas et al.

energy leakage contribution due to the imaging process. The
resolution formula only focuses on point targets and does not
reflect the resolution that can be achieved for imaging continuous interface like seabed in the SAS/CSAS case. In practice, the sidelobes of Eq. (21) can have a great impact on the
final image, as observed in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b).
Because this paper focuses on the theoretical response
of scattering points, it is interesting to look at the implications of the collapsing of the expðÞ function from the
matched filter response in Eq. (16) into the Bessel function
J0 ðÞ in Eq. (21) and in particular the location of the first
zero-crossing. Let z0 be the first positive zero of the Bessel
function J0 ðÞ, i.e., z0 ¼ minz>0 zjJ0 ðzÞ ¼ 0 . The width of
the central peak for a CSAS system is then given by the
width 2z0 which corresponds spatially to z0 c=2pf0 . It is interesting to link this value to the same parameter for the
matched filter [Eq. (16)]: c=4f0 . The ratio between the two
(matched filter over CSAS), p=2z0 , is, first, independent of
the central frequency, f0, and the bandwidth, Df , of the system, but most of all, this ratio is inferior to 1. The degeneration of the dominant term e2ipf0 of the matched filter response
to a Bessel function, obtained during the CSAS processing,
therefore increases the width of the central peak compared to
the one obtained with matched filtering by around 50%.
This section now links the CSAS resolution to the
energy leakage of the PSF. The total energy E of a normalised scatterer located in O is given by
ð þ1
I ðr ÞIðrÞrdr
(22)
E ¼ 2p
r¼0

¼ 2p

ð þ1

2

Bð2r=cÞJ0 ð2kr Þ r dr:

(23)

r¼0

A solution of Eq. (23) has been proposed by Lukin.30 In
his paper, Lukin computes the total energy P0 of a vortex
Bessel-Gaussian beam U0 ðr; /Þ defined in Eq. (24),
!
r2
ic 2
U0 ðr; /Þ ¼ E0 exp  2 
r Jm ðbrÞexpðim/Þ;
2a0 2R0
(24)
where Jn are the Bessel functions of the first kind for integer
order n, by
ð þ1 ð 2p
U0 ðr; /ÞU0 ðr; /Þrdrd/
P0 ¼
r¼0 /¼0
 2   2 
b a20
b a20
2 2
¼ pa0 E0 exp 
I0
:
(25)
2
2
Equation (21) with a Gaussian window relates to Eq. (24)
with the following substitutions:
pﬃﬃﬃ
(26)
E0 ¼ r p;
a20 ¼

1
c2 r2 T 2
;
2
2 T þ 4p2 Df 2 r4

b ¼ 2k;
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(27)
(28)

m ¼ 0;

(29)

c ¼ 0:

(30)

For a sonar system with a quality factor Q > 2, the product
b2 a20 is large ( 1) and the asymptotic form of the Bessel
function, J0 ðÞ leads to
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
z
z ð Þ
z
e I0 ðzÞ ¼ e J0 iz  e
cosðiz  p=4Þ
ipz
1
1
(31)
¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ðie2z þ 1Þ  pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
2pz
2pz
Using the result (31) within Eq. (25) leads finally to the total
energy E of the CSAS image of the PSF,
E ¼ p3=2 r2

a0
:
b

(32)

To assess the CSAS resolution, one needs to calculate the
radial diffusion Eðr0 Þ of the total energy E,
ð r0
2
Bðr ÞJ0 ð2krÞ r dr:
(33)
Eðr0 Þ ¼ 2p
r¼0

Obviously
lim Eðr0 Þ ¼ E:

(34)

r0 !1

Using the asymptotic form of the Bessel function J0 ðÞ
and the fact that the variation of Bðr Þ2 is slow compared to
the period of the sine, leads to
ð r0
1
cos2 ð2kr  p=4Þr dr
(35)
Eðr0 Þ  2p BðrÞ2
pkr
0
ð
ð
1 r0
1 r0
2
BðrÞ dr þ
BðrÞ2 sinð4krÞ dr
(36)
¼
k 0
k 0
ð
1 r0
Bðr Þ2 dr:
(37)

k 0
Considering the Gaussian windowing [Eq. (10)], the energy
diffusion Eðr0 Þ finally becomes
!
ð
pr2 r0
r2
exp  2 dr
E ð r0 Þ 
k 0
a0
a0
(38)
¼ p3=2 r2 erf ða0 r0 Þ:
b
Figure 4 plots the radial energy diffusion Eðr0 Þ using
Eq. (33) and the proposed approximation [Eq. (38)] for a
CSAS system with f0 ¼ 100 kHz, Df ¼ 20 kHz, T ¼ 1 ms,
r ¼ 2  102 . Equation (38) follows very closely the trend
of Eq. (33) and respects the full energy value of Eq. (34).
The only phenomena non simulated by Eq. (38) are the oscillations smoothed by the approximation [Eq. (37)].
From the energy diffusion expression, it is then possible
to define the CSAS resolution as a percentage of the total
energy of the PSF. Note that that percentage is easily
Pailhas et al.
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ð þ1
0


   2
1
ab
a þ b2
x2
ð
Þ
;
exp 
J0 ðaxÞJ0 bx e x dx ¼ I0
4
2
2
(42)

where I0 ðÞ is the modified Bessel function of the first kind.
Using relation (42) into Eq. (41) gives the analytical expression of the Fourier transform of the PSF,
h
i

I^ðqÞ ¼ 4p5=2 ra20 I0 4pka20 q exp 2a20 k2 þ p2 q2 :
(43)

FIG. 4. (Color online) Eðr0 Þ energy diffusion factor in a function of k computed with full PSF from Eq. (19) and compared with the approximation
[Eq. (38)], with f0 ¼ 100 kHz, Df ¼ 20 kHz, T ¼ 1 ms, r ¼ 2  102 .

computed by Eðr0 Þ=E ¼ erf ða0 r0 Þ. As an example, for the
parameters used to compute Fig. 4, a resolution cell based
on 50% of the PSF energy would be a circle with a radius
of approximately 0:75k. For a resolution based on 90% of
the energy, the resolution cell radius increases to around
1.75k.
III. DECONVOLUTION

This section proposes a thresholding based deconvolution using adapted wave atoms in order to increase the
CSAS resolution. But first, the Fourier transform of the PSF
[Eq. (21)] needs to be calculated.

z
Using
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ the modified Bessel asymptotic form, I0 ðzÞ  e =
2pz, into Eq. (43) finally leads to
h
i
ra0
(44)
I^ðqÞ  2p3=2 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ exp 2a20 ðpq  kÞ2 :
2kq

Similar to Eq. (32), the use of the asymptotic formula for
I0 ðÞ is justified for a sonar system with a quality factor
Q > 2. Equation (44) demonstrates that, in the Fourier
domain, the CSAS image energy is concentrated in a ring
whose mean diameter is 2f0 =c with a variance of 1=p2 a20 .
This property is pictured in Fig. 5(a) where the twodimensional (2D) Fourier transform of the PSF of the CSAS
processing has been computed using the same parameters as
the ones in Sec. II. Figure 5(b) shows the great agreement
between the numerical result given by the fast Fourier transform of Eq. (19) and the approximation (44) of the radial
component of the Fourier transform I^ðqÞ.
B. Deconvolution

A. Fourier domain

In polar coordinates, the Fourier transform Fðq; /Þ of a
function f ðr; hÞ can be computed as follows:
ð þ1 ð 2p
Fðq; /Þ ¼
f ðr; hÞe2ipqr cosðh/Þ r drdh:
(39)
r¼0

J ¼ I  Ss þ w;

(45)

h¼0

For a circularly symmetric function, i.e., f ðr; hÞ ¼ f ðrÞ, the
Fourier transform of f(r) is also circularly symmetric and
Fðq; /Þ ¼ FðqÞ, and FðqÞ reduces to
ð þ1
FðqÞ ¼ 2p
f ðr ÞJ0 ð2prqÞr dr:
(40)
r¼0

Applying formula (40) to Eq. (21) gives for the Gaussian
windowing case
!
ð þ1
2
r
5=2
exp  2 J0 ð2krÞJ0 ð2prqÞr dr
I^ðqÞ ¼ 4p r
2a0
r¼0
ð þ1

pﬃﬃﬃ
exp ðr 2 ÞJ0 2 2ka0 r
¼ 8p5=2 ra20
r¼0


pﬃﬃﬃ
 J0 2 2pa0 qr r dr:

(41)

The generalisation of Weber’s second exponential integral31
gives for any ða; bÞ 2 R2 ,
2628

The deconvolution problem is a very well known illposed problem found, for example, in image processing32 or
optics.33 The resulting CSAS image J after synthetic aperture processing can be expressed as
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where Ss represents the seafloor scattering intensity and the
parameter to be recovered and w is the noise introduced to
the system. According to the sampling scheme presented
in Sec. II A, I is independent of the location on which J is
computed. Sections II C and III A give the analytical
expressions of I both in the image and Fourier domain, the
resolution of Eq. (45) therefore falls into the classical
deconvolution problem where the convolution kernel is
uniform and known. It is worth pointing out that, for classic deconvolution problems in optics related domains
(such as optical microscope or telescope), the PSF often
models a blur, introduced for example by motion or lens
aberration/defects, and it usually acts as a low frequency
filter. For the current problem of CSAS imaging and
according to the results from Eq. (44), the PSF acts like a
bandpass filter.
Traditional approaches to the deconvolution problem
involves the Fourier transform of Eq. (45),
^
J^ ¼ I^S^s þ w;

(46)
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FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) 2D Fourier transform of the impulse response of a
CSAS. (b) Comparison between simulated and theoretical [given by Eq.
(44)] computation of the radial component I^ðqÞ of the Fourier transform of
the impulse response of a CSAS image.

where the operator ^ denotes the Fourier transform. A naive
1
^ where I^1 is defined as
solution to Eq. (45) would be I^ J,
1
1
^ g, or I^ ¼ 0 if jIj
^ < g. g is a given
I^ ¼ 1=I^ if jIj
threshold depending on the noise level. The drawback of the
naive approach lies in the fact that the noise is artificially
^ Deconvolution can also be perboosted for low values of I.
formed thanks to the Wiener deconvolution filter G^ defined
as
G^ ¼


I^ s^
;
^ 2 s^ þ n^
jIj

S~s ¼

N
X

hJ  I1 ; wn iwn :

(49)

n¼1

As an example, results are given for a four scatterer target.
Each scatterer is located on one corner of a square whose size
is k, the top-left scatterer of the square target is located at
[20 m, 20 m]. Again, the same set of parameters (f0 ¼ 100 kHz,

(47)

where s^ and n^ are, respectively, the mean power spectral
density of Ss and w. The result is then given in the Fourier
^
domain by G^ J.
As suggested by Kalifa et al. in Ref. 34, deconvolution
can also be done by decomposing J  I 1 into an orthogonal
basis B ¼ fwn gn2½1;N  , and thresholding the resulting coefficients hJ  I1 ; wn i. The aim of this section is to propose a
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 141 (4), April 2017

basis B which concentrates most efficiently the energy of the
signal J  I1 . The mirror wavelet basis proposed by Kalifa
et al.34 allows a finer resolution at high frequencies, and can
then restore more accurately high frequency image phenomena such as sharp transitions. Given the current problem and,
in particular, the CSAS PSF energy distribution, wavelets or
mirror wavelets do not divide the Fourier space in an optimal
manner. Modified wavelet bases have been proposed to
better take into account particular directionality or circular
geometry in the Fourier space. Such methods includes the
curvelets introduced by Candes and Donoho in Ref. 35 or
wave atoms proposed by Demanet and Ying in Ref. 36.
As Sec. III A demonstrates, the CSAS image energy is
concentrated in a ring with a diameter and variance entirely
determined by the SAS pulse parameters. This result leads
naturally to the construction of the wave atoms fwn gn
adapted to the PSF expressed in Eq. (21). The wave atoms
wn are constructed as follows:
 
2r
J0 ½2kð x cos hn  y sin hn Þ;
(48)
wn ð x; yÞ ¼ B
c
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where r ¼ x2 þ y2 , and hn is the directionality of the wave
atom wn. Figure 6(a) shows an example of a wave atom wn
for the pulse parameters previously used and an angle of
hn ¼ 45 . Figure 6(b) shows a representation of the distribution of fwn gn2½1;N  in the Fourier space. Each circle represents the location of one wave atom wn for one particular
angle.
Note that, as defined, B ¼ fwn gn2½1;N is not strictly
speaking a basis for the simple reason that the full collection
of these wave atoms do not cover the entire Fourier space.
However, completing B is not needed for the current purpose
because the Fourier space not covered by fwn gn2½1;N is null
for a CSAS image as demonstrated in Sec. III A. Reducing
the analysis of B then automatically solves the thresholding
problem. The estimated image S~s is then given by

FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) Example of an adapted wave atom wn for a direction of 45 and (b) representation of the distribution of B ¼ fwn gn2½1;N in
the Fourier domain.
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Df ¼ 20 kHz, T ¼ 1 ms, and r ¼ 2  102 ) are used for this
simulation. The SAS system follows p
a ﬃﬃcircular
trajectory cenﬃ
tred in [0 m, 0 m] with a radius of 40 2 m. The virtual CSAS
echoes, computed for a virtual centre point [20 m, 20 m] are
then computed using the sampling scheme Eq. (7). The virtual
CSAS then follows a circle centred in [20 m, 20 m] with a
radius of 20 m as pictured in Fig. 7(a).
As mentioned in Sec. II A, a radially displaced scattering point is not sampled uniformly in view angles. Figure
7(b) displays the number of views density for two scattering
points located, respectively, at [20 m, 20 m] and [0 m, 0 m].
As expected the centred scatterer exhibits a uniform density,
while the offset scattering point shows great variations in the
number of views density. At 45 , the SAS system is the closest to the offset scatterer, and as a consequence the number
of view density is the lowest. The region around the 45
view will then have the lowest contribution in the formation
of the CSAS image. The real parts of the CSAS images of
the two scatterers differ only slightly from each other (in the
order of 1%), however their 2D Fourier transforms can
exhibit significant differences. Figure 7(c) displays the 2D
Fourier transform of the radially displaced scatterer.
Compared to Fig. 5(a), the spectra are not angularly uniform.
The angular intensity of the spectra varies accordingly to the
number of views density with þp=2 angle shift from the spatial plane to the Fourier plane. When the resampling scheme
Eq. (7) is applied, however, the spectra, as shown in Fig.
7(d), became uniform and consistent with the results derived
in Sec. III A.

Considering now the four scatterer target described earlier, Fig. 8(a) pictures the target raw CSAS image using the
circular back-projection algorithm. Due to the relatively low
bandwidth of the system and the close locations of the target
scatterers, a strong energy leakage as well as strong interferences are observed in Fig. 8(a). Figures 8(b) and 8(c) picture
the results obtained, respectively, by the naive deconvolution
algorithm and the Wiener deconvolution filter [Eq. (47)]
with 30 dB signal-to-noise ratio. As expected, the deconvolution process greatly amplifies the noise.
Figure 8(d) shows the result of the deconvolution estimator using a basis of 64 wave atoms as described in Eq.
(48). Note that the upper bound of the number of admissible
wave atoms depends on the grid resolution on which the
back propagation is processed. In their paper, Demanet and
Ying36 compute this number as the admissible titles in the
frequency plane as a function of the atom wave scale. The
proposed atom wave deconvolution method increases the
resolution as defined in Sec. II D, and reduces drastically the
energy leakage. Figure 9 illustrates specifically this point by
drawing, similar to Fig. 4, the energy diffusion of one scatterer as a function of k for, respectively, the raw CSAS PSF
and the atom wave deconvolution PSF. With the wave atom
deconvolution, 80% and 95% of the energy of a scattering
point are concentrated in a circle of, respectively, 0.25k and
0.75k radius. Circles of, respectively, 1.3k and 2k are necessary to concentrate the same amount of energy for the raw
CSAS response. This result shows that the adapted wave
atom deconvolution algorithm concentrates efficiently the

FIG. 7. (Color online) (a) CSAS
resampling equivalent of a target
located at [20 m, 20 m]. (b) Number of
views density for a target located at
[20 m, 20 m] and a centred target. (c)
Normalised 2D Fourier transform for a
scattering point target located at [20 m,
20 m] performed without the resampling scheme. (d) Performed with the
resampling scheme Eq. (7).
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FIG. 8. (Color online) (a) Original
CSAS image of a four scattering point
target. (b) deconvolution, (c) Wiener
deconvolution, and (d) adapted wave
atoms Naive deconvolution.

scatterer energy. The disadvantage of this method is the
introduction of noise in the CSAS image. Figure 9 shows
that around 1% of the scatterer energy is dispersed in the
scattering point neighbourhood. It is interesting to note that
the Wiener deconvolution also exhibits a sharp increase of
the normalized energy for small radius of integration, as
shown in Fig. 9, and then tends to concentrate the PSF
energy. The level of noise introduced by the filter however is
highly significant and degrades greatly the overall image
quality. The slow rising energy for the Wiener deconvolution
in Fig. 9 demonstrates this point: mostly noise energy is integrated after 1.5k integration radius.

As demonstrated in Sec. II D, the resolution is highly
dependent upon the windowing function applied to the pulse.
This paper presents the analytical results for Gaussian and
rectangular windowing. Other windowing functions are also
used in sonar systems such as Tukey or Taylor weighting
windows which compromise between output energy and
ringing control. The PSF for these functions is not analytically tractable, and has to be computed numerically. In more
general terms, the PSF and resolution computations of a specific sonar system would have to take into account, besides
the windowing function of the pulse, the calibrated transducers and amplifiers responses. Finally, the transmitter and
receiver beampattern will have an impact on the PSF and
will also have to be taken into account in the computation.
One solution to this problem may be to compensate for the
beampattern assuming that the impact on the noise level will
be minimal.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

FIG. 9. (Color online) Normalised energy diffusion of the PSF in a function
of the radius of integration expressed in k for the raw CSAS PSF and the
deconvoluted PSF.
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This paper lays down the theoretical background for
CSAS processing by proposing the closed-form solutions of
the CSAS PSF in the image domain and the Fourier domain.
The resolution problem has been reformulated to integrate
an energy diffusion approach. Thanks to the analytical formulation of the CSAS PSF, an adapted atom wave basis has
been built to match the CSAS problem, and a thresholding
deconvolution, using this specific adapted basis, has been
proposed. The suggested algorithm shows encouraging
results for relatively narrowband SAS systems. Although
only simulated results are presented here, future works will
Pailhas et al.
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include tests of the proposed deconvolution method on real
CSAS data, where the algorithm will have to cope with realistic noise and continuous seabed interface. Further development also includes the extension of the CSAS imaging
problem to more realistic 3D scene geometry. It is also worth
noting that, although the simulations presented here have
focused on sonar synthetic aperture systems, the theory proposed should apply to similar radar systems equally well.
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